FLEMISH  SCHOOL
Nevertheless, the technique is exquisitely precise and
there is much detail in which we can delight The
Virgin is seated back to the fireplace and lite straw
screen which protects her from the heat is ingeniously
disposed so as to make a halo for her head. The flames
from the fire can be seen above it. She sits upon a low
settle which is adorned at the end by two carved lions.
On the elaborately decorated console at her side stands
a metal cup, perhaps symbolic of the chalice. Through
the window, which is fitted with thick hinged shutters,
studded with nails, we catch a glimpse of the little city
of Tournai. The Virgin's house is apparently on some
rising ground, just outside the city walls. Beyond the
gates immediately below the window we can see an
open square in which horsemen mingle with pedestrians.
Round the square are shops and noblemen's houses,
the latter distinguishable by their hanging escutcheons.
At the door of one of the shops a woman is standing and,
in the next house, against which a ladder is propped,
workmen are repairing the roof. On the extreme right
of the square a woman is looking out of a ground-floor
window and talking to a man below. The city is very
small, as we can see over the gates into the hilly country
beyond.
Of Gampin's best known pupil, rogier van der
weyden (c. 1400-1464), the National Gallery pos-
sesses no satisfactory representation. Our The Magda-
lene Reading (No. 654) is a gracious work in the style
of Campin but gives but little idea of Rogier's greater
achievements. It is only a fragment of a larger work
and is, therefore, incomplete in its design and un-
impressiveinefiect. TheLadyinaWhiteHead-dress
(No. 1433) is a delicate work but does not show the
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